Montse Stanley’s collection of fiction

The page references to knitting are written in pencil in Montse’s handwriting usually on the title pages. All the books listed are shelved in the Knitting Reference Library located in Library 2 at WSA Library.

What Katy did
What Katy did next
Tom Sawyer & Huckleberry Finn/Mark Twain
Little women/Louisa M. Alcott
Persuasion/Jane Austen
Queen Lucia/E.F. Benson
Questing trout/Ursula Bloom
Agatha Christie –
The moving finger
The adventure of the Christmas pudding
A murder is announced
They do it with mirrors
4.50 from Paddington
The mirror crack’d
A pocket full of rye
Nemesis
The thirteen problems
Sleeping murder (good cover image)
The murder at the vicarage
A Caribbean mystery (“probably none”)
The body in the library (“no knitting”)
Miss Marple’s final cases
Just William
Mariana/Monica Dickens
Thursday afternoons/Monica Dickens
Scenes of clerical life/George Eliot
Felix Holt/George Eliot
Cranford (good image opposite title page)
Christabel/Jessie Goldsmith Cooper
The Fair-Isle jumper mystery/Hallam James (good cover image)
Good behaviour/Molly Keane
Died in the wool/Ngaio Marsh (good cover image)
Rebecca/Daphne du Maurier
Little Kitty’s knitting needles/Rev.P.B.Power 1896 (image opp. title page)
Chronicles of Fairacre/Miss Read
Patricia Wentworth –
Grey mask
Miss Silver intervenes
Through the wall
The traveller returns
Latter end
The finger print
Out of the past
The Catherine wheel
The clock strikes 12
Danger point
To the lighthouse/Virginia Woolf (hole in stocking)
The waves/Virginia Woolf
Heidi/Johanna Spyri

Compiled by Linda Newington, April 2012